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SCHWABTZ SPACES CONSISTENT WITH A DUALITY 
Kamil JOHN, Praha 
The purpose of this note is to state a proposition 
characterizing topologies on £ , making £ a Schwartz 
space, as topologies of uniform convergence on certain sub-
sets of £* * F * There exists always the weakest and the 
strongest of such topologies. The propositions are quite 
analogous to those in Ell. All the statements of [13 remain 
valid, if the terms of the nuclear space and of the hyper-
nuclear set are changed to the terms of the Schwartz space 
and of the (5) -set (see the definition below), respecti-
vely. We rewrite here for Schwartz spaces only the main pro-
positions. All the proofs are very easy and are omitted. 
By a neighbourhood U of zero in a locally convex 
vector space £ we mean a closed absolutely convex neigh-
bourhood, by Ej. we denote the normed space obtained from 
£ by taking U aa the unit ball and passing to a factor 
space and if U c V are neighbourhoods of zero, then 
£ C U t V ) means the continuous, map S» — • £y obtai-
ned from the identity transformation of £ (aee C3 ,0.111). 
1. Definition. Let £ be a locally convex space. A 
neighbourhood U of aero in £ is called (S) -neighbour-
hood, if there exists a sequence «C LL^ 1 of neighbourhoods 
A^ISIm^leiio ~ ^ 7 ^ 9 7 2 . 2 
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of aero in. E , such that U6 m 11 , tl^^ c U ^ an*? 
E (It,*^ , H * ) i« completely continuoua for all <u. . A 
set 3 c E 1 ia called (5) -aatr if there ia a (5 ) -
neighbourhood U of zero in £ , such that 3 c U* « 
This concept evidently depends en the topology q> of 
£ j we also write p — (S) -set. 
2* Preposition* a) E ia a Schwartz apace if and on-
ly if £ has a basis of neighbourhoods of zero consisting 
of (S) -neighbourhoods. 
b) £ is a Schwartz apace if and only if every equi-
continuous subset of £' is a (S)-set. 
c) Let ST be a full family (aae L U ) of p -CS) -sub-
sets of £ ' . Let p ~ ba a topology on E of uniform con-
vergence on the elements of P . Than. C £ , <Pp ) ia a 
Schwartz apace and haa the same dual aa C£ , p ) • $>$* is 
the finest topology of a Schwartz apace en £ coaraer than 
p • 
3. Propoeition. Let < E , F > be a duality and*rC£,F) 
the Mac key topology on £ of the pair < £ , F > « A topolo-
gy »© on £ is conaiatant with the duality and make a £ a 
Schwartz apace if and only if p ia the topology ef uni-
form convergence on aome full family of tC£fF)~ (S) -sub-
sets of F . 
If we take the aet of all X. C£,F)-(S) -subsets ef 
for tf 9 than jo-, ia the fineat topology ef a Schwartz 
apace am £ having. F aa its dual space. The weak topo-
logy 0" ( E , F ) ia evidently the weakeat ef auch topolo-
giea. 
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\ Remark. In [1] it was shown that not every prenuclear 
set is hypernuclear. Here the parallel is to ask whether 
it is not sufficient in the definition 1 to demand only the 
existence of one U. instead of the sequence CH^I „ Pro-
bably, this reduced definition is sufficient, due to dif-
ferent properties of compact and nuclear maps, namely that 
every compact map can be expressed as the product of two 
compact maps, which is not true in the category of nuclear 
maps. 
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